We study the dynamics of a work group whose members value not only compensation, but also having a high status relative to their peers. Compensation takes the form of a fixed salary plus a bonus based on group performance. Status is determined both by contributing to group output and by non-productive, social activities which we call "politics". Group members allocate their time between working and non-productive status enhancement, trying to maximize the combined utility from compensation and status rank.
Introduction
"Men do not work to maximize their economic benefits, any more than they try to maximize their physical comfort. What does a billionaire need a second billion for? To be of higher rank than a fellow billionaire who only has a single billion". (Barkow, 1975 (Barkow, , 1989 The theory of the firm is in the process of a transformation. First, it is increasingly recognized in economic modeling that firms consist of separate individuals with their own interests (e.g., DeCanio and Watkins, 1998) . Second, the utility-maximizing framework is being extended from the maximization of consumption and wealth (Becker, 1976, p. 284) to the inclusion of more general social behavior, such as altruism (e.g., Frank, 1988; Simon, 1990; Bester and Güth, 1998) , emotionally driven social exchange (Holländer, 1990; Kandel and Lazear, 1992) and the quest for status (Frank, 1984 (Frank, , 1985 and relative payoffs (Bolton and Ockenfels, 2000) .
Work in evolutionary anthropology has convincingly argued that the striving for status has arisen over the five million year history of the human race, facilitating the coordination of simultaneous competition (for mates and resources) and cooperation (against external threats) in groups (e.g., Barkow, 1989; Chapais, 1991; de Waal, 1996) . Desire for status operates through emotions (or "inborn tastes", see Frank, 1988, p. 6 ) and has been largely beneficial in human history (e.g., Frank, 1987 Frank, , 1988 Stevens and Price, 1996) . However, while status behavior is still with us, it is not clear whether it continues to be beneficial in today's organizations.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of team production in work groups. We build a dynamic model of self-interested agents competing for status while simultaneously cooperating to produce a team output. In the context of this model, we examine under which circumstances status competition enhances performance, and under which circumstances it reduces it.
Status and the social dilemma of team production
Worker performance in teams, where output is produced collaboratively and no member's contribution is separable and recognizable (except through costly monitoring), poses a well-known social dilemma: if the effort of contributing productively to the team is costly to the worker, she/he has to find a balance between working hard, to the fullest of her/his ability, and "shirking", or cruising at the minimum effort level that does not expose the shirker. If the benefits of the worker's effort are shared among the group, they may become so diluted that they are outweighed by the worker's effort cost, so she/he rationally decides to shirk. If, however, every team member shirks, everyone is worse off (e.g., Marschak and Radner, 1972; Schelling, 1978; Glance and Huberman, 1994) .
A number of solutions to this dilemma have been offered. Various social mechanisms such as group norms, peer pressure, and shared values can overcome the social dilemma (e.g., Pfeffer, 1994) . In economics, it has been proposed to make compensation dependent on a tournament: not the contribution itself of a worker, but only a ranking of contributions needs to be monitored, an easier to perform ordinal measurement. This compensation can be constructed in such a way as to give workers the right "incentives" to contribute (Lazear and Rosen, 1981) . Huberman and Loch (1996) propose another possible solution to the social dilemma. Through sophisticated collaboration among the workers, the problem-solving of one individual can be leveraged by others through the sharing of information. If the performance increase of the team from additional effort is sufficiently steep, the social dilemma disappears.
In this paper, we propose that an alternative means of overcoming the social dilemma is status. In sociology, status structures are defined as "rank-ordered relationships among actors. They describe the interactional inequalities formed from actors' implicit valuations of themselves and one another according to some shared standard of value" (Ridgeway and Walker, 1995, p. 281) . A long-standing tradition of the study of status in sociology has examined the seemingly pervasive existence of status hierarchies in group situations. Indeed, at least four theories examine the emergence of status within groups -functionalism (cf. Bales, 1953) , exchange theory (cf. Blau, 1964) , symbolic interactionism (cf. Stryker and Statham, 1985) , and dominance-conflict theories (Ridgeway and Walker, 1995) . These theories differ in the extent to which status hierarchies are viewed as cooperative, goal-oriented behaviors, or as conflictual behaviors. On the one hand, it is widely agreed that the resolution of status contests allows groups to organize and proceed in pursuit of their joint goal. On the other hand, individual status-seeking behavior imposes a cost in terms of group effectiveness -in and of itself, status seeking is unproductive. For example, recently business literature has begun to discuss the negative aspects of status conflict (e.g., Manager Magazin, 1998; Nicholson, 1998; The Economist, 1998) .
We view the desire for status as rooted in emotional tastes. In the words of Robert Frank, "feelings and emotions, apparently, are the proximate causes of most behaviors. . . . Rational calculations are an input into the [internal] reward mechanism" (Frank, 1988, p. 53 ). This view is based on work in evolutionary anthropology.
Evolutionary anthropologists have long recognized that status behavior has its roots in a general primate tendency toward social hierarchy, which allows competition among group members (for food, mates, sleeping sites) to be performed efficiently with as little injury or risk of injury as possible (e.g., Barkow, 1975; de Waal, 1989; Chapais, 1991; Stevens and Price, 1996) . Determining which of two competing individuals would likely win the encounter, without actual fighting, leads to a status hierarchy. Human prestige has developed from the primate status tendency, but has become symbolic and can, thus, rest on multiple criteria that are, to some extent, choosable by the group (Barkow, 1989, Chapter 8) . Therefore, the striving for status is "built into us", but we can influence both the criteria by which status is achieved as well as the symbols of status. The possibility of shaping status behavior is emphasized by sociology literature and an important aspect examined in our model. This work has enabled us to understand what status looks like (e.g., sociology has described how status structures become legitimate in groups and how they stabilize) and what its sources are (the evolutionary explanation that status was beneficial for hunter and gatherer groups of our ancestors). However, it has not been settled how status structures influence group performance in today's organizations, which emerged over a time frame too short for evolution to follow.
A small literature in economics has begun to address this issue, notably Frank's (1984 Frank's ( , 1985 status theory. Suppose that workers care not only about their absolute wages, but also about how their wages compare with those earned by their co-workers (because output and pay imply skill, which confers status). Thus, relative wages equals status within the local group, which brings status (partially) under the control of the individual. This can lead to what Frank calls the positional treadmill. If, within a given wage scheme, two workers (of similar productivity and thus rank) can influence their productivity with some addi-tional effort, the fact that status depends on the relative productivity introduces a prisoner's dilemma: although both may intrinsically prefer to work only a certain amount, the benefit of gaining the higher rank over the other may cause both to work more than they would otherwise desire. This is an effect analogous to Lazear and Rosen's (1981) tournament compensation scheme.
The positional treadmill is an alternative solution to the social dilemma of team production. For example, it offers a possible explanation as to why especially professional employees work so much in some organizations without any discernible compensation incentive to do so. This work has been followed by Bolton and Ockenfels' (2000) "equity, reciprocity and competition" theory, which examines general forms of relative payoffs.
In Frank's (1985) analysis, status is equated with wages, and his model is static (an equilibrium model). Status is, however, not equal to relative pay (although pay is an important component of it because pay "signals" skill). Status is related to anything that boosts human self esteem (Stevens and Price, 1996) , or prestige (Barkow, 1992) . Status in this sense can be influenced by a number of different characteristics, such as talent, good looks, a network of friends, favors that one has done others and which are now "debts" that one can call in, knowledge about others, and so on. Building status along such dimensions will require activities that may have nothing to do with productivity on the job, and which, on the contrary, may even detract from productivity.
Second, status is not static, it changes over time. It typically follows a complicated pattern of dominance and subordinate behaviors, never attaining equilibrium. The small groups of early humans, from whom we have inherited the striving for status (Tooby and Cosmides, 1992; de Waal, 1996) , lived in the tension between group cohesiveness (responding to outside threats) and competition among individuals for resources and mates. By changing dynamically depending on the current situation, status helped to strike the balance between cooperation and competition.
The present paper extends Frank's model to a dynamic theory of status, including both the effect of performance (prestige from skills) and of "politics". We explore the dynamic effect of status behavior on cooperation and, thus, on group performance over time. Thus, we combine two separate status literatures from sociology and economics, and offer new insights into the drivers of work group performance.
A dynamic model of status competition

Performance, compensation and status
Suppose there are n members in a working group, also referred to as actors, who collaborate to produce a group output. Based on Frank's (1985) results, we do not focus on the traditional choice between work and shirking. Rather, actors allocate their time between work (contribution to group output) and "social activities" for status enhancement (such as networking, gossiping and influencing others, exchanging favors, etc.). 1 From now on, we refer to such social, non-productive, status enhancement as "politics". We assume that all group members are equal, in order to focus our discussion on a symmetric situation. A situation where one actor is more talented, more ambitious or greedy would introduce distortions in our exploratory analysis; such a situation will be examined in later work.
Each group member periodically examines his/her status rank as well as group performance (and its resulting bonus), and then makes a decision about working behavior. In the absence of focal external events, each actor times this evaluation independently from the others, based on a number of unrelated random events (a conversation with an external colleague, a decision to buy a consumer good of high value, etc.). It is, thus, a reasonable approximation to assume that each actor sets his/her behavior according to a Poisson process of rate λ. That is, the time intervals between consecutive status evaluations by a given actor i are independent exponentially distributed random variables with mean 1/λ. This causes evaluations across the whole group to represent a Poisson process of rate nλ. In the model, all changes in variables occur at the dates of these evaluation events. Thus, even though time is passing continuously, the model evolves at a sequence of discrete dates, as in a difference equation system.
At the time of an evaluation, actor i allocates a fraction k i ∈ [0, 1] of his/her total time budget to work and a fraction (1 − k i ) to politics, and this allocation remains stable until the next evaluation. Consider the τ i th evaluation by actor i which will occur at some time point which we call t i (τ i ). 2 However, most of the remainder of this section will concern the nature of a typical actor i's adjustment at a typical adjustment date. Thus, we can suppress the time and evaluation indices t i and τ i much of the time, except where noted explicitly.
All actors have the same production function, but differing effort levels. Actor i contributes to group output at the productivity rate
In the absence of productivity uncertainty ( i = 0), the production function π i increases concavely from zero (no effort, k i = 0) to 1 − e −θ (100 percent effort, k i = 1). The parameter θ represents the slope of this performance function as effort increases, and θ also determines the maximum attainable performance.
The contribution π i is also influenced by a random productivity disturbance i , stemming from the fact that results are not always fully predictable in professional work. This productivity uncertainty can cause productivity to drop below zero (e.g., a mistake causes a setback) or to rise above 1 − e −θ . An i is independent of the disturbance at all other evaluations (for actor i or any other actor). However, all such disturbances for all actors are drawn from a common underlying distribution with mean zero (they are i.i.d.). The disturbance i represents the aggregate performance uncertainty applying to the whole time interval until the next evaluation: it is drawn at the time of actor i's evaluation and then held fixed until the next evaluation.
The performance of the work group is determined by the individual performance of all its members, Π = n 1 π i . The firm faces team production, i.e., it cannot monitor the performance of the actors separately, and can only reward the group members depending on total team production. 3 We assume that each group member receives w + βΠ/n, where w is a fixed salary component and β the share of group output evenly distributed to the group members. This is a common compensation scheme.
After each evaluation, actor i derives a utility from this monetary compensation characterized by
where δ m represents the "value of money", which needs to be compared to the value of status rank in the group (described below). Based on the cited work in evolutionary anthropology, we assume that group members care not only about salary, but also about their respective status within the group. Each group member i has a prestige ranking R i . Rank 1 is the top, and rank n the bottom. Consider first how R i influences utility, then (next two paragraphs) how R i is determined. At the τ i th evaluation, the utility gained from having rank R i is
The parameter δ r stands for the value of rank, analogous to the value of money. The quadratic function decreases concavely from δ r for rank 1 to 0 for rank n, and it is normalized in order to be unaffected by group size. The equilibrium results in Section 4 depend on U r (i) being concave decreasing in rank, not on its specific functional form. Similarly, the results depend on the productivity π i in (1) being concave increasing, not on its specific form. We show the functional forms here to ease explanation and because they are used in the simulations in Section 5. The ranks R i are determined by the relative size of the actors' status or prestige levels, called S i . An actor's prestige is updated at each of his/her evaluations and evolves according to the following equation (where it is necessary to track the evaluation index τ i ):
Each individual builds on a currently available stock of prestige S i (τ i ) at the τ i th evaluation, to which she/he adds by the current activity. However, this stock of status decays over time with a rate of α per time interval from one evaluation to the next. This corresponds to a situation where actors roughly "sense" when their status has decayed by a certain percentage, and then take action to re-evaluate their behavior. If the decay rate α is large, an actor basically re-establishes status at every evaluation, and if α is small, the status quo is stable and the current evaluation has only a small updating influence on the rankings.
The current addition to individual i's status is influenced by two things: first, by his/her contribution, π i . Team members can observe contributions, and a strong contribution earns respect in the group. The second influence is "politics", or status enhancing activitiess
The random variable η i expresses the fact that an actor cannot perfectly predict the result of his/her politicking; it may work well or backfire, just as the result of work is not fully foreseeable. Similar to the productivity uncertainty i , the politicking disturbances η i are independent across evaluation dates and actors, and all are drawn from a common distribution with mean zero. Effort and politicking uncertainty ( i and η i ) are uncorrelated, i.e., work may succeed well while politicking at the same time may backfire. While work and politicking effort add up to one (the effort budget), uncertainty causes the realized work and politicking productivity to vary.
A "meritocracy parameter" γ expresses the group's relative weighing of contribution versus politics, and it may also represent the ability of the organization to measure or observe contribution. If γ = 0, the organization cares only about politics, and if γ = 1, the organization is a "meritocracy", where status is determined by contribution alone.
The new ranks R j are determined by ranking the currently assigned status levels S i (τ i +1) from top to bottom after each actor's completed evaluation. When productivities and new rankings are visible, each individual determines his/her utility by combining wages obtained and rank achieved, U(i) = U m (i) + U r (i). 4 As we observed above, it is significant that a group may (partly) choose the way by which it awards and updates status rank. We consider two ways of breaking status ties. In the first, the group allows members of equal status to both enjoy the higher of the two ranks, similar to an Olympic medal (the two top individuals with equally high prestige are both ranked number one, and the third individual is ranked third). Alternatively, the organization may not tolerate equal ranks and insist on a strict hierarchy, resolving status ties randomly with a "coin toss" (e.g., a "photo finish" which de facto corresponds to a coin toss).
We also consider alternative ways of updating status. In (4), status decays by a constant percentage of α per evaluation epoch (from evaluation to evaluation). Alternatively, status may decay per unit of elapsed time. That is, agents check on their status level after stochastically variable (e.g., externally influenced) intervals and may find that their status has decayed more or less than expected. A third reasonable scenario is a cumulative status update, where newly earned status is simply added to an existing prestige "stock", which does not decay at all. As an example, consider a situation where every significant paper written by a researcher is added to his/her reputation, and old papers are remembered along with new work. Below, we will examine how such structural changes in status updates and tie breaks influence group behavior.
Utility maximization by boundedly rational actors
In determining his/her effort and politicking levels, each individual wants to maximize his/her expected utility for the coming period, taking into account the other group members' efforts. However, a full game-theoretic evaluation of the corresponding Nash equilibrium is computationally very complex, and beyond their capabilities (as is true for most individuals). The actors are boundedly rational (Simon, 1955) in the sense that actor i makes the following two simplifications in his/her assessment of the best course of action to take.
The first and critical simplification is that at the time of an evaluation, actor i takes the productivities and status levels of all other actors as fixed. This simplification implies that the actor pursues status myopically -she/he looks only at the current utility from status and compensation (see Eq. (5) below). Myopic behavior may lead individuals to switch opportunistically between working and politicking, without a long-term "strategy". This is certainly a simplification, but not entirely unrealistic: as it corresponds to the emotional element of status. While some individuals plan their status consciously, most feel an "urge" to pursue prestige when they are upstaged by a peer.
The second simplification serves to simplify analytics and simulation and is not critical: the individual is not capable of taking the correct expectation over the concave productivity π i in evaluating his/her k i to be chosen. Instead, the individual simply substitutes k i into the production function, pretending no uncertainty is present. 5 In summary, actor i chooses k i to maximize U(i), holding all π j , j = i, constant and pretending no uncertainty. Formally, at every evaluation actor i solves
Since much is hidden in (5), let us review. Eq. (5) represents the maximization problem solved by actor i as she/he evaluates her/his best work effort level at some instance in time, given the prevailing contributions and statuses of the other actors, and given the simplification i = η i = 0. In fuller form, this maximization problem is
Here, S i (old) denotes actor i's status just prior to the current evaluation. The maximization is with respect to the work effort level k i alone because it determines (via the constraints) the politicking effort as well as the resulting status level S i and rank R i . Eq. (5) means the value of k i resulting from this optimization. It will be a function of the statuses and contributions of the other actors and of S i (old). The resulting value of the actor's objective function U i is discontinuous in k i since the actor's rank R i is an integer-valued step function of the status S i . As R i is piecewise constant and decreasing in k i , while compensation is strictly increasing in k i , it is always optimal for the actor to choose an effort level at the right end of one of the intervals on which rank is constant. In the simulation below, the intervals are searched around the discontinuities.
Benchmark cases: fixed effort equilibria
In most interesting cases, the effort levels and statuses undergo continuing random variation forever. However, in certain special cases, the optimal effort levels can remain fixed over time. These cases provide helpful benchmarks for the simulations to follow, and we refer to them as fixed effort equilibria.
Definition.
A fixed effort equilibrium is a set of work effort levels ({k * i }, i = 1, . . . , n) and a region E ∈ R n for the status levels {S 1 , . . . , S n }, such that each actor at each evaluation optimally selects k i = k * i and that the status levels remain in E with probability 1.
The critical feature of this equilibrium is that actors choose to maintain fixed effort levels over time. As we will see below, there are fixed effort equilibria in which the status levels are also fixed, and there are fixed effort equilibria in which the status levels continue to vary.
What level of work versus politicking constitutes possible equilibria? The answer is trivial when the status decay α is zero. In this case, status in Eq. (4) is constant, and rank utility cannot be influenced -there is no status competition. Thus, full effort, k i = 1, is always optimal, maximizing monetary payoff.
In the cases that interest us, α > 0 forces the actors to weigh between monetary and status rank utility. Moreover, any status-differentiation that has been achieved erodes over time, introducing an incentive to politick. Our first result shows that full work effort can be maintained as a fixed effort equilibrium if the monetary reward is high enough to dominate rank utility, or if the group functions as a meritocracy.
Proposition 1. Full effort k i = 1 is optimally chosen at every evaluation by every actor i if either of the following two conditions is fulfilled:
A formal proof of Proposition 1 (as of all following propositions) is shown in the Appendix A. Although the effort levels are fixed at k i = 1 under both conditions, status levels fluctuate randomly unless the uncertainties i = η i = 0. The intuition underlying condition (7) is that the increase in monetary utility from choosing full work effort must outweigh the utility loss of falling from first to last status rank. This is the case when monetary utility δ m , bonus β and production slope θ are large. Thus, sufficiently high performance rewards can convince a group to bury status conflicts and pursue a common goal.
The intuition of the meritocracy condition (8) is that status as a function of effort is a concave function with its maximum at k * . That is, below an effort level of k * , both expected productivity (and thus compensation) and expected status (and thus rank) increase with more effort. Thus, no actor will choose an effort level below k * . A high weight of politics (1 − γ ) implies k * = 0, i.e., an actor is forced into a trade-off between working and politicking at all effort levels. On the other hand, a high weight of merit (γ ) in determining status makes the social dilemma disappear by pushing k * above 1. Thus, merit-based status competition can motivate the group to work hard even if monetary compensation is completely absent! The model exhibits an analog of Frank's (1985) positional treadmill.
Our second result shows that any work effort level equal across actors is sustainable as a fixed effort equilibrium if uncertainty is absent and if monetary utility does not dominate.
Proposition 2. Assume that
i = η i = 0. Take ak ∈ [k * , 1] such that δ r ≥ δ m β(e −kθ − e −
θ ). Consider the symmetric work effort and status configuration
k i =k, S i =S = (1 − γ )(1 −k) + γ (1 − e −θk ) for all i.
Given this configuration, k i =k is optimally chosen by each actor at each evaluation date, and the status levels will remain fixed at S i =S.
The intuition is that any effort level maintains an associated constant status level (increasing in effort) by Eq. (4). If all group members have this status level in common, they all share status rank 1, so no one needs to sacrifice compensation to gain a higher rank, while no one wants to sacrifice rank utility by pursuing more compensation (the condition on δ r ensures that compensation utility does not dominate). This balance can be maintained if status levels are not perturbed by uncertainty.
It is important to note that Proposition 2 is qualitatively robust to some changes in how the group updates status. First, under the scenario of status decay per unit time (rather than per evaluation epoch), k i =k for all i is again an equilibrium, as the (equal) status levels of all actors decay together, so again, rank 1 is shared, and there is no incentive to deviate. Second, under a cumulative status update without decay, again all group members share status rank 1 and have no incentive to deviate.
However, Proposition 2 critically depends on the convention that actors of equal status share the higher rank, similar to medalists in the Olympic games. If the organization insists on a strict hierarchy and resolves ties by a "coin toss", the incentive remains to out-politick the rival in order to avoid the risk of being stuck with the lower rank. Thus, any fixed effort equilibrium must break down unless actors can distinguish status levels and vary behavior with perfect accuracy. In this case, an arbitrarily small increase in politicking suffices to out-do a rival and gain the higher rank. Consequently, politicking "creeps up" only infinitesimally slowly over time, as the actors do not want to sacrifice compensation. That is, the equilibrium is not perturbed. 6 In many cases, however, actors may not be capable of perceiving arbitrarily small status differences. A lower limit on perceivable status differences can be represented in our model as a threshold. If two status levels are within the threshold of each other, the actors perceive their status as equal and randomly assign the higher rank, as described above. With such a threshold, an actor has an incentive to increase politicking by a finite amount, and the equilibrium really breaks down.
Our third result states that Proposition 1 and 2 characterizes all possible constellations of fixed effort equilibria: if uncertainty is present, any status level must fluctuate, and if compensation utility does not dominate rank utility, this fluctuation will prompt group members to vary levels of politicking in order to gain or maintain rank. Any temporarily stable effort level must give way to fluctuations sooner or later.
Proposition 3. If status decay α > 0 and neither Proposition 1 nor Proposition 2 hold, no fixed effort equilibrium exists: effort and status levels fluctuate forever.
To summarize, the results so far: Fixed effort equilibria can be sustained if compensation utility dominates rank utility, if the group functions as a meritocracy, or if status rank is shared by all actors and uncertainty is absent. In all other cases, status competition will force work effort and status levels to fluctuate indefinitely.
By examining each actor's optimization problem (5), we can qualitatively characterize the group's off-equilibrium behavior over time. Whenever one actor does not need to defend his/her rank and the rival cannot gain the higher rank (because the status levels are sufficiently far apart), both optimally choose to concentrate on work effort to maximize compensation. However, status decay α compresses status differences over time, forcing the rivals back into status competition. Therefore, off a fixed effort equilibrium, effort levels drift between periods of stability and high performance and periods of status competition and low performance. Stable, high performance is possible temporarily when some group members have intensively politicked and achieved an unassailable status level and rank.
We can further examine the optimization problem (5) to understand how the model parameters influence actor i's off-equilibrium behavior given an arbitrary status and effort constellation. A steeper performance slope θ increases actor i's optimal work effort level k i because it increases the marginal compensation utility of effort. A higher meritocracy weight γ decreases the status loss from choosing more effort (rather than more politicking) and, therefore, increases the optimal k i . Similarly, a higher value for money δ m , wage w and bonus β make the comparison of U m (i) − U r (i) more favorable and result in a higher optimal effort. Conversely, the utility for rank δ r makes this comparison less favorable and, thus, reduces optimal work effort. A larger α causes an actor's status stock in (4) to decay faster, causing a higher loss of rank utility. This will prompt the actor to politick more, and it will shorten any period of sufficiently separated status levels, during which the actors can concentrate on high work effort exclusively.
The influence of group size n on the optimal work effort is summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 4. Take an arbitrary constellation of statuses and work efforts {S
i , k i }, i = 1, . . . ,
n. If an (n + 1)th member is added to the group, the optimal effort level of every actor i decreases.
The reason for this negative effect is the dilution of the marginal reward of effort: although every new group member adds proportionally to total group output, any individual assumes that others hold their contribution levels constant. As output is shared, the monetary return expected by an actor for his/her effort decreases in group size, while the rank utility difference between being first and last remains the same, δ r (as it is normalized). Therefore, increasing the group size effectively decreases the relative weight of money versus rank, leading to more politicking. Excessive politicking may be counteracted by increasing the monetary utility weight δ m .
Simulation examples
Basic model with two actors
In this section, we illustrate the dynamic behavior of our model on a numerical example via simulation. We tested many combinations of parameters to check the simulation against the analytical model. As expected, high politicking weight, fast status decay, and low performance slope all increase the amount of politicking and reduce work effort and group performance. In this section, we illustrate dynamic properties of the group's behavior which are not addressed in the analysis above.
To illustrate the dynamics, consider a group of n = 2 actors. Let θ = 0.8, implying that the maximum individual productivity π i in the absence of uncertainty ( i = 0) is 1 − e −θ = 0.555. Let the utility weights for money and status be δ m = 1 and δ r = 0.33. In the compensation scheme, let the fixed salary be w = 1 and the bonus fraction β = 1. 7 Let the status decay fraction (from one evaluation to the next) be α = 0.6. In the status-change equation (4), let the relative weights on contribution and politicking be γ = 0.2 and (1 − γ ) = 0.8, respectively. Thus, the group is quite "political" and not a meritocracy, although performance does have an influence.
Finally, let the Poisson evaluation rate be λ = 0.05 for each actor, implying an average of one evaluation per actor every 20 periods, which we will refer to as days. The value of λ dictates how fast the various events happen per day, but plays no role in what those events are. The simulation has continuous time and discrete events. After every evaluation, it jumps to the next evaluation time among all group members.
The values of θ and γ imply that k * = 0, meaning that the observable effort levels may vary over the entire interval 0 ≤ k i ≤ 1. Initial status levels are set at S 1 = 10 and S 2 = 0, implying that actor 2 is stuck in second place for a number of initial periods until the status difference has decayed.
This parameter constellation together with the absence of uncertainty ( i = η i = 0) represents the simulation base case. Fig. 1 shows the behavior of work effort (averaged over the two actors) over a simulated 1000 days for the base case group.
The group starts out with full work effort (implying output Π = 1.11) because initially, actor 2 cannot overtake actor 1 in status. However, work effort deteriorates as the two actors' status levels approach each other. The actors begin to politick and jostle for status rank. After about 150 days, the group reaches a fixed effort equilibrium, with both actors spending 65 percent of their time working, and 35 percent politicking. After this point in time, there are no more rank changes; both actors share rank 1 with a common status level of 0.226. However, Fig. 1 represents only one sample path of possible group behavior. Each subsequent simulation run reaches a different equilibrium because the actors evaluate their status asynchronously at random points in time. Over 25 runs of 1000 days each, the average work effort is 0.74 and the average group output level 0.89. The standard deviation of group output over the 25 runs is 0.13, with a minimum of 0.57 and a maximum of 1.07 (as compared with the 1.11 obtainable from full work effort). Thus, the group does settle in a fixed effort equilibrium each time, but it cannot be predicted what that fixed effort level will be.
We next introduce productivity uncertainty. We assume that both uncertainties i and η i are drawn with probability 1 2 from the random variable ξ , and with probability 1 2 from −ξ , where ξ has an exponential distribution with an expected value of 0.05. Thus, i and η i have a symmetric distribution with mean zero. The exponential distribution has the characteristic that with high probability, the value of the random variable is small (smaller than the mean with a probability of 63 percent), and the probability of larger values occurring falls off exponentially. However, very large values can occur, albeit with low frequency. In the context of our example, this is a reasonable probabilistic structure: most of the time, the actors make good guesses about the outcome of their actions, but every once in a while, a prediction is way off the mark in either direction. Fig. 2 shows a sample path of the same group as the base case, but with this uncertainty introduced.
With uncertainty added, work effort does not settle down in a equilibrium. Actors continue to vary work and politicking over time as they jostle for rank. In the lower part of Fig. 2 , each arrow corresponds to one rank exchange. Whenever status levels are separated sufficiently to decrease the incentive to politick, the work effort level recovers. Moreover, the possible group output can increase to above 1.11 or become negative, due to randomness which boosts productivity some times, and causes mistakes at other times.
Interestingly, the increased unpredictability in one simulation run, in the sense that no fixed effort equilibrium is reached, does not imply increased group performance variability over many runs. We performed 25 runs of the base case group and 25 runs of the group with uncertainty. The average and standard deviation of work effort are statistically indistinguishable for the two sets of runs. 8 Even if the group settles in a fixed effort equilibrium, the uncertainty in where that equilibrium will be is as high as the uncertainty caused by effort fluctuations. We can interpret the fluctuations as random shocks which prevent the group from establishing a "routine" (corresponding to a fixed effort equilibrium) of work and politicking. Such random shocks could be consciously used by group management as a tool to throw the group out of a low-performance equilibrium.
We now turn to the method by which the group updates status, and its influence on group behavior. Assume the group does not allow two members to share the same rank, but a "coin is tossed" to settle the rank if two actors have the same status level. However, actors cannot distinguish status levels perfectly, perceiving two status levels as equal if their difference is below a threshold of 0.01. Fig. 3 shows one sample path of this scenario (all other parameters are as in the base case). Actors vary their effort levels from evaluation to evaluation. 9 This effort curve has a similar amount of variability as the curve in Fig. 2 . Over 25 runs, the average effort and its standard deviation are again statistically undistinguishable from the scenario in Fig. 1 . Thus, the impossibility of sharing ranks has a similar effect on group performance as (performance and politicking) uncertainty, provided there is a threshold of perceivable status differences.
A final observation helps to illuminate the characteristics of our model. When we introduce a threshold of perceivable status differences into the base case (without uncertainty, and with shared ranks), the group's fixed effort equilibrium, wherever it establishes itself, does not remain fixed but "creeps up" to full work effort and no politicking. The reason is that actors now can reduce their politicking to the point where their status falls short of their rivals by an amount just below the perception threshold. Thus, the whole group can, over time, increase work effort. In summary, a group which can choose, or at least influence, the way it updates status, may be able to maintain high work effort and performance over time.
Larger group size
After having illustrated work behavior in groups of two members, we now turn to larger groups. Fig. 4 shows the simulated work effort of a group of n = 7 actors over 1000 days. The dotted curve corresponds to all parameters being the same as in the base case. For the solid curve, monetary utility weight has been increased to δ m = 3.5 (holding the relative magnitude of δ m /n and δ r the same as in the base case). 9 As was explained in the previous section, infinitesimal politicking suffices to gain rank if status levels can be distinguished perfectly. Thus, a fixed effort equilibrium can hold up. In the simulation, there is "creeping" growth of politicking (due to the computer's limited number of digits), but it remains imperceptible for very long periods. The larger the threshold, the more the work effort fluctuates.
The average work effort over 25 runs for the dotted curve is 0.23, compared with 0.74 in the base case. Moreover, it takes much longer to reach an equilibrium; ranks are being contested and effort levels changed (with recoveries when status levels separate sufficiently) for the first 2000 days. Average group output increases from the base case's 0.89 to 1.19. The group has been increased from one to seven, but average output grows only by 30 percent (while the maximum possible output is 3.8 with seven actors versus the base case's 1.11). Most of the additional work capacity introduced by the additional group members is dissipated in status competition. This reflects the lower marginal return from an additional unit of effort versus politicking identified in Proposition 4.
However, the lower marginal return from effort explains only part of the difference; there is a second contributor to the lower productivity of the larger group. To see this, consider the solid curve in Fig. 4 , where the weight of monetary utility δ m has been increased to offset the monetary reward dilution. The average effort level (over 25 runs) is 0.5, which is higher than for the dotted curve, but does not reach the level of the small group in the base case.
Before the fixed effort equilibrium is reached, more politicking prompts more frequent rank exchanges (see bottom of Fig. 4 for the rank exchanges associated with the dotted effort curve). Rank exchanges are more frequent although the group separates into clusters (in the example of the dotted curve, after 400 days three individuals vie for status rank 5, and two individuals each vie for ranks 1 and 3). This explains why the group needs much more time to reach an equilibrium -all clusters must reach an equilibrium separately. While each of the cluster-specific fixed effort equilibria may exhibit any level of work effort (by Proposition 2), it is very unlikely that all clusters end up at a high effort level. Thus, a high fixed equilibrium effort level across the whole group is improbable, which explains the lower long run average productivity. Fig. 5 shows the effect of uncertainty in the large group (same parameters as for the dotted curve in Fig. 4 , with uncertainty added as in Fig. 2) . As in the small group, uncertainty increases the effort fluctuations within one sample path; the group is capable of coming back to almost full performance several times over the 1000 days. Over 25 runs, the performance average is again indistinguishable from the deterministic case (Fig. 4) . However, the standard deviation of performance over the 25 runs is decreased significantly, from 50 down to 18. 10 This is because uncertainty makes any clustering impossible, as the productivity fluctuations sooner or later bridge any status difference. Rather than settling in a wide range of possible equilibria, effort varies more closely around a set of likely values, which reduces the variance over multiple simulation runs. Thus, random productivity shocks in work and politicking can have a beneficial effect for larger groups, by reducing the uncertainty of the firm about where the group's performance level will settle down.
Does this result of a productivity loss in large groups square with observations in real organizations? Large groups tend to separate themselves into subgroups, which are "encapsulated", or characterized by separate status rankings (e.g., sports enthusiasts and theater enthusiasts; Barkow, 1989) . Our model suggests that separation into subgroups may be helpful in mitigating status competition, keeping de facto groups small and allowing to maintain group performance. 
Conclusion
Status is pervasive in human behavior, both in the work environment and in everyday life (Barkow, 1989) . This paper contributes to an ongoing debate about the effect of status behavior on the performance of work groups. We formalize status as a relative standing of prestige, determined by both work output and non-productive political activities, such as collecting status "trophies", or spreading gossip. The basic assumption of our model is that employees allocate their total effort "budget" between work and politicking (not between work and leisure, as in traditional economics models). This situation is particularly relevant to professional work groups, such as R&D teams, where the individual's work contribution cannot easily be monitored by management.
The relative importance of work output and politicking in the organization expresses the culture of the group or the ease of measuring contribution. Depending on the culture, the group functions as a "meritocracy" or based on politics. Our model shows that predominantly merit-based status competition can support group output, pushing employees to work hard even if no monetary reward is present. An example of groups that seem to be driven by prestige considerations are unstructured communities developing open-source software, among which the Linux operating system is the best-known. Linux is maintained for free by a loose community of "hackers", and anyone who wants to contribute can submit upgrades. Inventor Linus Torvald, the "holy master" who has achieved "guru" status, has the last word of what changes are accepted and gives credit and prestige (Raymond, 1999) .
Predominantly politics-based status, in contrast, causes wasteful jostling for position at the expense of work effort. The net effect depends on the relative weight of merit versus politics. Our model is restricted in the sense that it does not allow actors to choose leisure as a part of their time budget. However, the model allows us to conjecture that even if work effort has the opportunity cost of precluding leisure, its merit-based status benefit may still push employees to work hard. This is to be pursued in future work. Frank's (1985) model of a pure meritocracy is related to the case in our model where the group's meritocracy focus is so high that workers choose effort rather than politicking. Group incentives (Milgrom and Roberts, 1992, p. 416) work in the case of our model (Proposition 1) where compensation utility dominates status concerns.
Our model exhibits dynamic effects that have not been predicted by previous theory. Under conditions of deterministic productivity and Olympic sharing of equal rank, the group may settle in a fixed effort equilibrium, but it is undetermined at what effort level this equilibrium lies. If performance or politicking uncertainty is present, or if no shared ranks are allowed, status competition drives an organization into fluctuations between predominant politicking and predominant work effort. Increasing the group size reduces every individual's marginal reward for effort and, thus, encourages status competition. A key result is that the group may influence status competition by the way status is updated and by allowing shared ranks.
An extension to be explored in future work is the actors' ability to control the variance of their performance: does it pay to take performance risks in order to gain status rank? Another interesting phenomenon to be examined is encapsulation (Barkow, 1989) : can status competition be mitigated if individuals can choose a status dimension on which to compete, along which they compare themselves only with other individuals who have chosen the same dimension? Finally, while the model parameters have face validity, more work is needed to link the model parameters to constructs from practice, and to test the results of the model on real data.
Status competition may be detrimental to performance, but an organization that understands what status is based on can use it to foster performance. In either case, it is inevitable that status influences behavior in organizations; the current article makes a contribution to include it in economic models of the firm. the latter implies status rank 1. This argument depends only on π i and U r (i) being concave, not on their functional form. Maximum effort is always chosen if this difference is positive: (δ m β/n)(−e −θ + e −θk * ) ≥ δ r . Substituting k * from Eq. (8) into this condition yields (7).
To see condition (8), take first and second derivatives of (4) with respect to k i , which shows that status is a concave function of k i , and solving the first order condition yields (−1/θ ) ln(1 − γ /γ θ) as a maximum. Moreover, k i is restricted to be non-negative. Therefore, S i increases in k i to the left of k * .
Proof of Proposition 2. By Eq. (4), status levelS stays constant over time for all actors. If all actors have the same status, they all share first rank by the convention in the group. Thus, it is not optimal to increase politicking because no rank improvement can be achieved, and performance (and thus bonus compensation) would decrease.
On the other hand, if an actor increases work effort, she/he falls from the shared status rank 1 to last place. The compensation gain is maximal if she/he sets effort k i =1. The net utility benefit is δ m β(e −kθ − e −θ ) − δ r . If the rank utility loss is larger, it is not optimal to increase effort.
Proof of Proposition 3.
In the presence of uncertainty, the status levels S i (τ i ) are random variables drawn at every evaluation. Now assume that {k i , i = 1, . . . , n} solves the actor's optimization problem (5). Consider any two actors j and l and assume WLOG that at a given time, S j > S l (if S j = S l , uncertainty will make the assumption true with probability 1 at the next evaluation). If the status difference is large enough to not be overturned by l's current level of politicking, j chooses full contribution. However, when status decay or l's increased politicking reduce the status difference, j must change his/her effort. A similar argument holds from l's point of view.
If the two status levels are close enough that both engage in politicking, the actors set the politicking as to just overtake the status level of the other (l) or to just prevent the other from overtaking (j ). But uncertainty changes the difference with probability 1 at the next evaluation, and thus, the actors must change their effort levels.
Finally, it may be the case that the utility of compensation is high enough to dominate a loss of one rank, although it cannot offset a loss of m ranks, which Proposition 1 would require. In this case, the above comparison of S j and S l holds between the actors who are separated by m status ranks. Again, no fixed effort equilibrium can be sustained indefinitely.
Proof of Proposition 4. The marginal monetary utility of effort is (∂U m /∂k i ) = (δ m βθ/n) e −θk i . This is also the marginal total utility of effort if rank remains stable, but if rank changes, the total utility change from an infinitesimal effort change is (1/n)δ m βθ e −θk i − δ r (2R i − 1)/(n − 1) 2 . Thus, the utility loss of one rank also shrinks with n (and this is, again, true as long as π i and U r (i) are concave). However, in larger groups, several ranks can be gained or lost for a given change in effort level. For any effort change k i , the monetary utility change shrinks with n, while the possible rank utility change stays the same, δ r , corresponding to going from first to last. Therefore, the optimal solution of (5) is decreasing in n.
